Bunn Sure Immersion® 312

Grind, Air Infusion, Extraction®; A path to great coffee. The Sure Immersion 312 grinds and brews fresh coffee one cup at a time, and offers two powder options. The attention to detail during the infusion process is what sets Sure Immersion apart from other Bean-to-Cup systems. Sure Immersion delivers great taste and quality while remaining consistent throughout the day. The Best Result in the Cup™ is right at your fingertips.

FEATURES:
- Bean-to-cup: brewed with freshly ground coffee beans
- Very easy to operate thanks to intuitive touchscreen
- Customizable recipes to match roaster’s specifications like consistency of grind, coffee to water ratio, and the cup size
- Two 3lb and one 2lb capacity bean hoppers
- Two internal 5lb powder hoppers
- 17” Touchscreen
- 5.75” to 8.25” cup clearance
- Smart counters — warn you when the waste bin is full and show you the daily/cumulative use
- Touchless option available

DIMENSIONS:
Brewer: 20.1”W, 40.3”H, 23.8”D

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Electrical: 120V, 60Hz.
- Water Supply: Plumbed in
Please every palate with a tasty array of coffees, cocoa and more to accompany the Bunn Sure Immersion® 312.

Choose from a fantastic variety of coffees from premier local roasters such as Peet’s and Philz. You can also select our private label blends, which offer excellent value without sacrificing rich, fresh taste.

Coffee: Choose 3 Whole Bean
- Philz
- Equator
- Peet’s
- Verve
- Ultimate Java
- Premium

Milk Topping: Choose 1
- Latte Milk Topping 1LB 52410
- Peets Milk Topping 1LB 52980

Cocoa: Choose 1
- Peet’s Gourmet Cocoa 2LB 54410
- Gourmet Hot Cocoa 2LB 52820